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hello
bonjour
hola
Welcome to the Loulou LOLLIPOP family! 

We are excited to introduce our new Born to Be Wild kids tableware
collection, a line of fun and practical silicone tablware designed for kids 
from ages 4 months to 5 years old. 

With thoughtful details, smart and ergonomic designs, our exclusive 
collection makes mealtime fun and easy with plates, bowls, cutlery, and 
more. Available in seven adorable animal friends to entertain your little 
one! Made of premium buttery smooth food-grade silicone and quality
materials that meet the CPSIA and ASTM safety standards and always 
BPA,PVC, phthalates and lead free.
Enjoy, have fun and celebrate many sweet adventures using our new 
silicone tableware.
Be sure to check out the rest of our collections.

XO, 

Loulou LOLLIPOP
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“Silicone rubber does not react 
with food or beverages, or 
produce any hazardous fumes.”1

Food-grade silicone is the 
perfect material for eco-friendly 
and non-toxic baby products. 

Benefits of food grade 
silicone:

• Built to last and can
withstand heating up to
400°F/ 203°C and freezing.

• Naturally resistant to bacteria,
mold and fungus.

• Odor and stain-resistant,
hypoallergenic.

• Durable, unbreakable and
can stand up to everyday use.

• Sustainable. Made from an
abundant natural resource,
sand.

• Non-toxic, contains no BPA,
latex, lead, or phthalates.

• Silky smooth surface, very
easy to clean.

• Inert and stable. Does not
leach hazardous chemicals
to the environment.

1 Health Canada.

Why food grade silicone?



practical meets style
With non-slip and easy grip designs, our practical eating 

essentials will make mealtimes fun and less of a mess for little 
eaters. Made with silky smooth silicone, a durable and easy 
to care for material, this collection will soon be an everyday

favourite. 
Enjoy!
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make mealtime
fun

Turn any meal into a 
festive feast. Available 
in an array of modern 
colours and adorable 
animal friends, our silicone 
tableware will bring 
excitment to every meal! 

Designed
for 

little hands 
with great 
ambitions.
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With fun and practical 
silicone tableware featuring 
our animal friends, your little 
ones are all set for learning 
to eat on their own! 

meet 
our 

friends
Alec the Alligator

Lola the Llama

Ellie the Elephant

Luke the Lion

Rylie the Rhino

Gael the Giraffe

Bo the Bunny



Infant Feeding Spoon Learning Spoon & Fork Set
Ready for puree? Weaning is easier with our exclusive animal

friend infant feeding spoon featuring a soft silicone tip and non-
slip handle. Available in our seven adorable animal characters, this

easy-grip, long-handled silicone spoon is specially designed for
those first days of solid feeding. Let the adventure begin!

MSRP $8
Available in 7 designs

When a baby starts using his or her utensils, there’s always a steep 
learning curve (read: a big mess). Our toddler learning spoon and 

fork set is perfectly sized for little hands to encourage self-feeding 
with chunky easy-grab handles. Made of buttery smooth premium 

food-safe silicone and SS304 stainless steel.

MSRP $15
Available in 7 designs
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Silicone Bowl Silicone Snack Plate
Prevent turning the mealtime into a zoo with our smartly designed,

non-slip, and unbreakable silicone bowl! Featuring a STRONG
suction base that sticks to most tables and high chairs, our

silicone bowl stays put to prevent slippages and spills. Let’s get 
ready to be bowled over, more yummy in the tummy!

MSRP $15
Available in 7 colours

Make snack time fun with our ferociously cute animal-shaped snack 
plates! Simply press the plate down and with the STRONG suction
base, it will stick to most smooth and flat surfaces. Made of 100% 
premium buttery smooth food-safe silicone, our snack plates are

lightweight and easy to clean. Less mess, more snacking fun!

MSRP $17
Available in 5 designs
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Our silicone tableware for kids is soft and durable. 

With fun and practical silicone tableware featuring our animal friends, your 

little ones are all set for learning to eat on their own. With anti-slip base, 

easy grip handles and curved inside edges to support easy scooping, they 

will soon be an everyday favourite.

Feeding Spoon
Alligator

FS.001.SAG
MSRP $8/ WS $4

Feeding Spoon
Bunny

FS.002.BPK
MSRP $8/ WS $4

Feeding Spoon
Elephant

FS.003.BLU
MSRP $8/ WS $4

Learning Spoon & Fork 
Alligator

LSFK.001.SAG
MSRP $15/ WS $7.5

Learning Spoon & Fork 
Bunny

LSFK.002.BPK
MSRP $15/ WS $7.5

Learning Spoon & Fork 
Elephant

LSFK.003.BLU
MSRP $15/ WS $7.5

Silicone Snack Bowl 
Sage

SBWLSAG
MSRP $15/ WS $7.5

Silicone Snack Bowl 
Blush Pink
SBWLBPK

MSRP $15/ WS $7.5

Silicone Snack Bowl 
Blue

SBWLBLU
MSRP $15/ WS $7.5

Silicone Snack Plate
Alligator

SPL.001.SAG
MSRP $17/ WS $8.5

Silicone Snack Plate
Bunny

SPL.002.BPK
MSRP $17/ WS $8.5

Silicone Snack Plate
Elephant

SPL.003.BLU
MSRP $17/ WS $8.5

Prices in USD. Availability and price subject to change without notice.

Feeding Spoon
Giraffe

FS.004.SUN
MSRP $8/ WS $4

Learning Spoon & Fork 
Giraffe

LSFK.004.SUN
MSRP $15/ WS $7.5

Silicone Snack Bowl 
Sunny Yellow

SBWLSN
MSRP $17/ WS $7.5

Learning Spoon & Fork
Lion

LSFK.005.GHN
MSRP $15/ WS $7.5

Learning Spoon & Fork
Llama

LSFK.006.CRM
MSRP $15/ WS $7.5

Learning Spoon & Fork
Rhino

LSFK.007.SGR
MSRP $15/ WS $7.5

Silicone Snack Bowl
Ginger Honey

SBWLGHN
MSRP $15/ WS $7.5

Silicone Snack Bowl 
Cream

SBWLCRM
MSRP $15/ WS $7.5

Silicone Snack Bowl 
Silver Grey
SBWLSGR

MSRP $15/ WS $7.5

Feeding Spoon
Lion

FS.005.GHN
MSRP $8/ WS $4

Feeding Spoon
Llama

FS.006.CRM
MSRP $8/ WS $4

Feeding Spoon
Rhino

FS.007.SGR
MSRP $8/ WS $4

Silicone Snack Plate
Lion

SPL.005.GHN
MSRP $17/ WS $8.5

Silicone Snack Plate
Rhino

SPL.007.SGR
MSRP $18/ WS $8.5



Our silicone tableware is easy to clean and dishwasher safe. They are 

made of 100% food grade silicone, and have been tested and meets or 

exceeds CPSIA safety standards. Trusted and safe for babies and kids!
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AVAILABILITY AND PRICE LIST SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

Loulou LOLLIPOP
A Canadian lifestyle brand that designs and creates modern baby goods 

for the whole family.

Contact us at: carolinababyco@aol.com

864-882-3183 Born to be Wild
silicone tableware collection


